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Abstract. Biomedical research on human subjects often requires a large amount of
data to be collected by personal interviews, Internet based questionnaires, lab
measurements or by extracting data from paper or electronic health records. This
data needs to be stored, analyzed and interpreted in a comprehensive manner.
There is a great need for user-friendly software systems that allow to design and
launch such data collection initiatives quickly, securely and reliably. We have
designed a flexible software system that enables creating such data collection and
management projects. Qure Data Management platform described in this paper
contains tools for dynamic designing of data models and electronic questionnaires,
multiple user interfaces for data entry and a universal query engine for filtered
output. The platform enables to make database and questionnaire changes on the
fly without any manual database table change. The data repository is based on the
entity-attribute-value with classes and relationships (EAV/CR) approach which
allows flexible storage and analysis of data from multiple studies. Although aimed
at biomedical research, the software architecture is flexible and can be used for
various different data collection and management projects.
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Introduction
Data collection is essential for biomedical studies when gathering information in the
form of questionnaires or clinical analysis results. Furthermore, it is important that
analysis of the data collected can be performed. Hence, it is advisable to gather the data
electronically. Usually studies last for a limited time and in practice they start rather
abruptly therefore leaving little time to prepare the information system to back up the
data collection.
New software systems are being developed even for individual research study
projects [1]. In this paper a general system and architecture – the Qure Data
ManagementTM platform – that allows many different research projects to benefit from
the common research infrastructure is proposed. The developed system allows quick
design of new surveys, hosting many simultaneous surveys on the same server

hardware, and integration with statistical software using a user-friendly query and data
export system that would work even on very large data models consisting of up to
thousands of attributes. One key feature of the system is ability to work offline without
needing continuous Internet access that most today’s web-based applications need.
The development of Qure Data Management platform began from designing the
software solutions for the needs of the Estonian Genome Project [2]. This large-scale
data collection activity to establish a new large-scale biobank required a software
system to enable country-wide data collection. While designing the software it became
evident that the required system had to be flexible enough to support an ever-changing
set of questionnaire requirements and also to support a large number of parallel ongoing studies.
The system has evolved since then. Now, Qure Data Management platform
consists of a study design application Qure Designer, data entry applications – the
desktop based Qure Desktop and web-based Qure Browser, a central data repository
and communication server Qure Server, and a query engine Qure DataView.
Qure Designer is a graphical application for study design. It allows the user to
prepare, preview and upload the data gathering environment. Qure Desktop and its
web-based counterpart Qure Browser allow the user to enter data into previously
designed views. The key benefit is that different user interfaces operate in essence on
the same central database server using the specially designed synchronization protocol
exchanging encrypted XML messages from certified parties.
The underlying data repository in Qure Server is based on the entity-attributevalue model with classes and relationships (EAV/CR) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. This model
provides the means for easily making changes to the structure of the study, thus making
it simple to add new attributes or whole perspectives when new requirements arise,
without changing the underlying database. The query engine Qure DataView allows the
user to retrieve data for analysis from the hierarchical EAV/CR database.
Even though flexibility and dynamism through EAV/CR have their drawbacks –
large overhead, inefficient data retrieval – this model has proved feasible in short term
studies. Qure Data Management platform has successfully been used in clinical trials to
track subject visits and make systematic monitoring reports with well defined data
structure.
The Qure Data Management platform is used for the Estonian cohort data entry of
the study “Concerted Action on SeroConversion to AIDS and Death in Europe” [8].
The structure of data in the study is based on the HIV Cohorts Data Exchange Protocol
standards [9], but because of the flexibility of the platform, it was possible to add new
data fields for local research without remarkable work effort. It is also used in the study
of Colon and Breast Cancer Diagnostics (COBRED) [10] to capture both clinical and
logistics data. The largest current survey being performed on the Qure Data
Management platform has over 70 object types and almost a thousand attributes.
The system can with small variations be used for Computer-Aided Personal
Interviewing (CAPI), Computer-Aided Self-Administered Interviewing (CASI), or
Computer-Aided Telephone Interviewing (CATI).
1. Qure Data Management Platform
Qure Data Management platform is used for collection, handling, and analysis of wellstructured data under the requirements for high quality, security and robustness. The
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platform incorporates tools for rapid designing of data models, user interface texts and
entry form controls. End-user GUI is automatically created for an independent
Windows client and web. The desktop clients and web interface can be used
interchangeably, because they are built based on the same data model and views. The
collected data is also shared and synchronized between clients. The user friendly Qure
Desktop can even work off-line, fetching automatic updates and synchronizing data
with the server as soon as the Internet connection becomes available. The description of
the different parts of the platform and their relationships can be seen on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Qure Data Management platform

2. Central Data Repository
Qure Server consists of a central data storage engine and administration tools.
Specialized web-based tools for data input, output, integration and queries are also
integrated into to the server. The server implementation is based on J2EE technology
and utilizes open source JBoss application server. The data storage technology is based
on the EAV/CR architecture. An open source PostgreSQL database engine is used as a
backend storage for the universal EAV/CR model (Figure 2).
The data is synchronized via an efficient synchronization protocol that propagates
only the changes made to the entities, not the entities themselves. The synchronization
messages are also compressed and encrypted to further minimize network utilization.
Security features of the server include certificate- and password-based
authentication, single sign-on policy and role-based user management. The designer of
the study can manage the roles, allowing differentiating the client access to study data.
Restricting access to entities based on the entity creator is also possible.
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Figure 2. EAV/CR implementation

3. Data Model and User Interface Design
The data model is the backbone of a study. It is a hierarchical collection of object types
and attributes definitions. In the context of the EAV/CR model, the term object type
describes a class. Every object type contains attributes and may additionally contain
other object types. Each attribute has a data type (eg. string, integer, date). Object types
usually have one-to-many relationships, although if an entity has many different
attributes, it becomes more difficult to find the necessary ones when for example trying
to get output from the collected data. In that case the one-to-one relationship can be
used for grouping purposes.
Domains are hierarchical classifiers or lists of items. Every item has a code and a
label and may have sub items. Domains can be assigned to attributes and are usually
used for one choice selection style data entry. Domains can also be assigned to object
types – this possibility is mostly used for multiple value selections. The platform
supports large hierarchical classification systems like ICD-10 [11] or standard
geographical classifications.
User interface (view) is defined as a questionnaire. A questionnaire has multiple
pages, every page contains question modules. Question modules are placed
sequentially and every question module is connected to one attribute or object type.
This connection defines where the data is stored. There can be multiple questionnaires
based on the same data model covering different aspects for different users.

4. Pivoting Converter
Qure Server includes a tool for data integration with other systems. The data in entityattribute-value storage model can be converted to the more conventional relational
storage model. Introducing the pivoting converter allows us to harness the power of
both models: internally we use EAV/CR model with metadata to support rapid model
changes and synchronize data efficiently, but at the same time offer the query power
and simplicity of relational databases to external clients [12].
In pivoting conversion every object type is transferred to a table in the relational
database and attributes are transferred to table columns. In both cases the names from
the object model are also converted respectively. As the object type names are unique
in the data model scope and the attribute names are unique in the object type scope,
there will be no naming conflicts. All tables in the relational database have primary key
column “id” that contains the same object identifiers as in the entity-attribute-value
storage. Relations with other objects are translated using the foreign key column
naming convention (referred table name with the suffix “_fk”).
The conversion process can be performed manually, but the server can be set up to
convert incoming changes automatically, thus enabling us to make different reports and
special applications customized according to user needs.
5. Designer Tool
The graphical tool Qure Designer can be used for designing object models, domains
and questionnaires. It is a Java desktop application that stores all definition files in
XML format.
The main purpose of the application is to give a more intuitive and usable interface
to the user for designing study project files. As the study files are being validated inplace, the feedback is direct and the user can quickly fix the validation problems. The
object model describes the object types and attributes that will later hold the data.
Questionnaires define the graphical user interface for the object model – they present
the attributes as questions and enable a more intuitive data entry environment.
Questionnaire design is depicted on Figure 3. Qure designer also provides the user with
a preview of the designed questionnaire.
The structure of a questionnaire can be changed quickly by dragging and dropping
modules and the attributes can be modified by specific property fields. Questionnaires
can be internationalized by translating question texts and domain item labels, thus,
creating user interfaces in different languages.
The application provides the user with built-in searchable help system. With the
help of Qure Designer the study files can be securely transferred to Qure Server.

Figure 3. Questionnaire design

6. Online and Offline Data Entry
Qure Data Management platform has two user interfaces for data entry: Qure Browser
for online usage and autonomous desktop client Qure Desktop for usage with low or no
network connectivity. Qure Desktop (seen on Figure 4) requires Windows XP or Vista.
Qure Browser (Figure 5) is integrated with Qure Server and is available to all webenabled clients (tested with Firefox and Internet Explorer).
In clinical trials offline data entry support has been very important in conditions
where Internet access is not always available [13]. For example CRA-s need to visit
hospitals where Internet connection may not be available (for technical or security
reasons). With offline support they can still access their study data in laptop computer
and enter necessary information that can be synchronized later. In many cases Internet
connection is just too slow or unstable that would make web-based or Internet
dependent applications very hard and time consuming to use. In some cases computeraided personal interviewing (CAPI) must be done, where an offline fat-client tool has a
clear advantage in speed and stability.

Figure 4. Qure Desktop user interface

Qure Desktop is an offline data entry tool that provides this possibility. In offline
mode, the Qure Desktop caches the user changes in a local database and synchronizes
the changes to the server when the Internet connection becomes available. While
connected to the server, the user can also manually request data synchronization by one
click of a button. The desktop client application is easily upgradeable to a next version
via Software Update service.
The Qure Browser web tool is essentially an on-line version of Qure Desktop
application, integrated to the server. The obvious benefit of Qure Browser is the ease of
usage, the user does not have to download or install a specialized application. The user
interface is generated from the same view definition and looks similar to Qure Desktop
UI (Figure 5).
Data entry clients allow entering data to highly structurized model. The data
quality and integrity can be improved by using various UI controls with pre-defined
sets of answers, pattern-validated answers and even custom validation logic with
dependencies to previous answers. For example, after asking persons age, a warning
message can be displayed if a child’s height does not fall within reasonable limits of
persons age-group. Computed values can also be shown as default answers to questions.

Figure 5. Qure Browser user interface

7. Universal Query Engine
Qure DataView is part of the web-based user interface of the central data repository.
This tool enables the user to extract data from the Qure Server universal database fairly
easy. The application takes the latest data from the database and transforms it into one
flat dataset in the desired form (eg HTML, comma-separated values, XML), thus
making it possible for the user to view the data or further analyze it in special data
analysis tools. The main purpose of this tool is to extract data from the hierarchical
database, and even though it is possible to carry out some basic filtering, aggregation
and sorting, it is preferable to do the more complex analysis with tools that are
specially designed for such a task.
As performance is a well-known problem [12, 14, 15] for systems with EAV data
structure, a solution should be found for querying large amounts of data. To solve this
problem, the inherent pivoting converter is put to use. If the data has been transferred to

a relational database for one study, then, for that study, the queries are done on the
relational database, using the power of the query engine of the database. That gives us a
significant performance increase on large data sets.
The user can specify the needed query parameters in five easy steps. Firstly, it is
necessary to choose the main object type from the data model of the study. This
parameter determines which type of entity will be in each row of the resulting flat
dataset. There is no need to define joins between objects manually because the
hierarchical data structure already defines parent-child relations between objects and
joins are done automatically.
Secondly it is possible to define certain basic filters for attributes of the entity so
the output will hold only a necessary selection of entities. Thirdly the user can specify
which attributes are needed in the output (Figure 6). The query engine is also capable
of making some simple aggregations if necessary. Finally the user can determine the
sorting parameters and the format of the output.
In addition, it is possible to save the specified query parameters at any time, so that
the user can later rerun the queries on the most recent data.

Figure 6. Selecting attributes in Qure DataView

Conclusion and Further Work
Qure Data Management platform is used for collection, handling and analysis of wellstructured data under the requirements for high quality, security and robustness. The
platform enables to make database and questionnaire changes on the fly without any
database table structure changes that makes it suitable for biomedical studies where
database changes are often a common requirement. Offline data entry support provided

by the platform is an important feature where Internet connection is not always
available or UI response speed and stability are needed. The system contains a query
engine with a friendly web based user interface. Performance issues with EAV
structure are solved using a pivoting conversion to a relational database, where queries
can be performed more efficiently.
The platform, though already in use, is a work in progress. We are working on
optimizing both the desktop client and the server. When this is finished, we plan to do
further performance analysis on different parts of the platform. At present, we intend to
write separate articles about the query engine and asynchronous user rights
management on our hierarchical data model.
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